Friends of the Roman Road
and Fleam Dyke
May 2020
Newsletter 56, part two
We had planned to hold our AGM on 4th April 2020, but obviously had to cancel it, so this is a
summary of what was planned. Our Guest Speaker was Dr Ros Aveling, Chair of Cambridge
PPF and formerly deputy chair of Fauna & Flora International. She had planned a talk called
“Landscape links”, covering the various organisations which are working together to maintain
ecological connections across landscapes.
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Work done on the Fleam Dyke during the winter
In the spring of 2019 the Friends paid Hunt’s Wildlife to clear the scrub which had grown up
round the Junipers and also to brush cut, treat and rake off several hundred yards of the
north-east bank, including two large areas of Mahonia. (The bright yellow flowers provide
nectar for butterflies in the spring, but the little bushes spread all too quickly.) However, there
was a great deal of scrub still growing behind the Junipers, so last summer, Martin Baker,
Conservation Manager of the area Wildlife Trust, applied for a grant from the RES
Community Fund, Wadlow Wind Farm. (RES stands for Renewable Energy Systems.) The
aim was to clear the remaining scrub round the back of the Junipers and down the slopes to
the ditch. Hunt’s Wildlife team got through a remarkable amount of work. I have never seen
this part of the looking so free of scrub.
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The Fleam Dyke. Looking towards
Mutlow Hill. The footbridge over the
A11 is just visible, obscured by the
big Ash tree about half way along the
dyke. Nearby there is a block of
scrub from which you can see how
much scrub has been cleared, along
with the ditch or fosse. The dark
bush to the right is the tall female
Juniper, which no longer produces
viable seeds.

This Juniper was blown over in a
gale in 2002, at a time when the
scrub on the facing bank had been
cleared. The tallest Juniper,
recorded as 30ft, snapped in half.
The trunk died but three cuttings
were grown by Christine Newell.
The small bushes were planted on
the south side of Hildersham
Church where they did very well, in
fact too well. One large one still
remains; the other two were
moved to private gardens. Did they
survive? Please let me know.

The photographs above show two Junipers after the recent clearance, in elusive sunshine. For
such old bushes they are in relatively good condition, protected against rabbits by wire netting. Only
three of the surviving 9 bushes are female, and of these only the youngest, which is near the
Bedford Gap, is fertile, with 94.7 viability of seed. (Christine Newell 1/11/2011) Unfortunately, seed
viability does not necessarily lead to little seedlings, and even then the survival rate of seedlings is
about 4 years. That young bush is the survivor of two cuttings grown in the Botanic Gardens on the
suggestion of Max Walters, former Director of the Botanic Gardens.

Why are these Junipers Important?
In common with some other species, Juniperus communis has been retreating northwards. In 1660
John Ray recorded such an abundance of Juniper near Hildersham that it was known as Juniper
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Hill. In 1860 Charles Babington recorded them ‘on the Roman Road near Hildersham, Rivey Hill, at
Westhoe [Westoe] and in the Gogmagogs park.’ (Gigi Crompton, Cambridgeshire Flora Records)
When Max Walters counted them in 1961 there were 24, but 17 years later there were only 14. In
1977 two cuttings were grown in the Botanic Garden, planted on the dyke and did well for some
years. By the year 2,000 there were only 11 bushes, and now there are just 9 left. However, there
are two positive developments. When the A11 was widened, destroying a substantial chunk of the
dyke, the authorities had to provide adequate mitigation in the form of two triangles of land on either
side of the A11 entrance to the dyke. These were planted with 30 cuttings grown in the Botanic
Garden. Of these only 15 survive, both male and female but they have grown very tall and spread
out to fill all the space. The cuttings contained a wide range of possible genes, but they are clones.
Fortunately, the year 2,000 also saw the discovery of 10 little seedling bushes. They were protected
by plastic tree guards, later changed to wire netting to give more light. Many of these seedlings
died, but more appeared, some of which have reached 20 – 40cm and there are two nineteen year
old bushes, looking very healthy.
Why have we lost so many Junipers and why are things better?
Until the1940s there were travelling shepherds, who grazed their flock on the dyke and folded the
sheep on the fields, where their dung was good fertilizer. The Second World War with military call
up and the drive for cereal planting to feed the nation, saw the end of sheep grazing. Rabbits kept
scrub seedlings at bay, but Myxomatosis wiped out 90% of rabbits and in the absence of a plan to
maintain chalk grassland for itself, Hawthorn, Blackthorn and other species took over large parts of
the Roman Road and Fleam Dyke and other important wildlife sites. Various conservation groups
became involved and finally in the 1990s Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire County
Council and the Cambridgeshire County Council got together to set up the Green Belt Project.
Sharon Hearle was appointed Project Officer. She set up the Midweek Conservation Volunteers
and set about clearing the scrub round the bushes, and protecting them from rabbit grazing. It
seems to have been this combination of light and protection from nibblers that produced the happy
10 Juniper seedlings. This is an unusual success which has been maintained by Iain Webb, who
took over from Sharon and keeps a tally of surviving seedlings, an average of ten each year.

Never mind Juniper seedlings, where is the report on the AGM in 2019?
I am sorry to say that it just did not get done. The nine Junipers are not the only things that are
feeling their age. Sitting at a computer in beautiful spring weather lacks charm and there were other
more practical things to do, in particular visiting different parts of our sites with Bernard Hunt to see
the results of the winter work and list what needed to be done. I also try to walk parts of both sites.
As I walk I distribute our leaflets and hope to attract new members, which I did with some success.

But what about the northern end of the Fleam Dyke?
That’s a good question without a definite answer. The whole section was cleared of scrub on both
sides of the ditch. As far as possible the cut stumps and stems were treated with chemicals. The
banks were then seeded with Upright Brome and held in place with cotton waste mulch. Iain Webb
hand seeded key areas with local wildflower seed. Contrary to what most people would expect,
there was no actual follow up management plan. Over £200,000 was spent by Historic England on
the expectation that the landowner would want to pay for this restoration of chalk grassland. Since
the Land Manager had never committed himself to this proposal, I feel a tax-paying citizen has the
right to point out that this was public money.
When the area was first cleared, it looked like the Land of Mordor. Luckily, Nature is the magic gold
ring which can restore greenery, creating a cheerful wilderness, though for those of us who have
spent hours trying to restore chalk grassland it was very depressing. However, I understand that
there is now a real possibility that the banks will be mowed by a robotic brush cutter, and sheep
grazing may become a real possibility using the hardy, low maintenance Conservation Grazing
sheep which you can see on the Devil’s Dyke on Martin Rix’s farm.
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A walker sent this photograph to our
website. It shows the area which Mr
Townley has restored to sheep grazing,
at considerable expense. I don’t know if
his grazier expected that sheep would
climb the stairs. I certainly didn’t. They
were clearly unbothered by the missing
step. However, mere human beings find
this a problem, and it has been reported
to the authorities twice without result due
to the current difficult situation. NB. If
you meet cyclists on the dyke, please
remind them that cycling damages the
track, and is illegal.

Iain Webb’s Report
For several previous years, the Iain and the Midweek Volunteers have been working to establish
the new Trumpington Meadows Country Park and Nature Reserve, set up by the Wildlife Trust BCN
in conjunction with Barratt Homes. Permission to build on the Green Belt is awarded by the Wildlife
Trust BCN in exchange for substantial mitigation, under the Wildlife and Countryside Law of 2002.
The deal included a new Cambridge office, store room and garden. Last year Iain and his team
spent only 5 days on the Roman Road and Fleam Dyke. This coming year they will be back about
ten times during the autumn and winter, which is very good news. I understand that they will be
working jointly with Hunt’s Wildlife, who will treat cut stumps and stems at the same time.
At the 2019 AGM, Iain as usual reported some very interesting observations. Sadly, he had noted a
reduction in the number of Brown Hares compared with 25 years ago. On the upside, the brush
cutters regularly find Harvest Mice nests, disused, on the Roman Road. He has seen male Hen
Harriers over Wilbraham Fen. Buzzards are everywhere, even over Cambridge - probably 12 pairs.
He saw a Peregrine Falcon. (Wonderful, but do remember that they prefer Blackbirds and
Thrushes.) Red Kites are seen frequently. (Good news.They eat carrion.) He saw a Goshawk near
the Pumping Station on Fleam Dyke. (Some of you may remember Roger Clark’s analysis of
Goshawk pellets: a diet consisting entirely of Sky Larks.) He saw Long-eared Owls, which eat
Brown Rats, (hurray). He also saw Marsh Tits, and a Yellow Browed Warbler, all the way from
Russia. Lizards are regularly seen on both sites and there are Grass Snakes living at the bottom of
the ditch beside the Pumping Station. You can see their track up onto the path, where they like to
sunbathe, which is how one came to be cut in half by a speeding cyclist. (This is another reason
why Cycling is Illegal on the Fleam Dyke.) On the other hand, grass snakes eat Lizards. You
may be surprised to find Common Toads on the Roman Road. In February they spawn in the
reservoir of Chalkhill Farm and spend the rest of the year in damp places such as the ditch near
Mount Farm. Among the thousands of invertebrates and spiders which find a home on these two
SSSIs, Iain commented on two particular ones: Osmia bicolour, a small solitary bee, which lays
eggs in small snail shells, stopping up the entrance with bits of grass; and the Bloody Nosed beetle,
Timarcha tenebricosa. It is a large slowing moving blackish beetle which discharges a red droplet
from its mouth when it feels threatened by an interested badger or a human finger. Cycling is not
illegal on the Roman Road, but those speeding wheels regularly crush mining bees as well as
beetles large and small.

Roger Lemon’s Butterfly Transect Data Summary for 2019 deserves an email to itself,
to which I will add some of the photographs he would have shown. Can we have a round of
applause, please, for the regular butterfly monitors who walk the Transect routes from April to
September: Sam and Trish Agnew, Vince Lea, Rosemarie Neusel, Marion Jackson, Mike Gittos
and John Peregrine. Roger himself does a great many of the walks himself, filling in gaps in he
schedule. New recruits would be very welcome.
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(Linguistic footnote. Peregrine comes from the Latin, Peregrinus, a stranger. In Italian this becomes
Peregrino, which gives us Pilgrim in English. Pilgrimage was the great foreign holiday of the Middle
Ages. A pilgrim had walked long distances (per, across, ager, fields) and so we get to the high speed
bird, and the descendant of someone who had been to the shrine of St James or Santiago di
Compostella with a scallop shell on his hat. The lines on the shell symbolise the many routes taken to
the shrine.)

Fleam Dyke & Roman Road Walk booklet
In 2009, Roger Lemon produced a classic Walks booklet, having worked out a route and secured
consent for ‘Permissive Paths’ across private land in the West Wickham area. The whole route was
way-marked with wooden posts by Roger Lemon, Sam Agnew and Nigel Copeman. Roger writes
‘Out of 2000 copies printed, we have sold 1791 copies generating an income of £3,610.50. In
addition, some were given away as complimentary copies and some were written off, but in
total,1922 have gone from our original print run of 2000. Sales are continuing at a slow pace but
before too long, we will have to decide whether to go for a reprint or new edition.’

Our Guest Speaker in 2019 was Stephen Tomkins, who chairs the Cam Valley
Forum. His talk on the River Cam was full of interesting and unexpected detail, and to save
me scribbling furiously during his talk, he turned his lecture notes into the summary below.

Synopsis of River Cam Talk, AGM 2019
In his illustrated talk about ‘the Cambridge River’, Stephen Tomkins, who chairs the Cam Valley
Forum, conducted his audience not so much on a wander over the chalk grassland as a meander
through the streams and waterways around Cambridge. The Cam Valley Forum, like the
FRR&FD, is a community group concerned with the welfare of another feature of our natural
environment - the River - which is as much in need of support as our dwindling chalk grassland.
He initially drew our attention to the County Crest that portrays those fine old emblematic birds
of the Chalk (the great bustards) supporting a shield, upon which the three streams - The
Granta, Cam and Rhee - meander alongside a straight lode and draining ditch. The motto urges
“With one heart, let us be people of understanding”. The map illustrates the chalk aquifer south
and west of Cambridge.

Cambridge was initially established on a river terrace where the Romans found a fordable river
crossing below what later became Castle Hill, a meeting place of road and river travellers. The
Granta is the oldest river name. The ‘Grantabrycge’ of 870 AD became the ‘Canterbrigge’ of
1347. The ‘Cante’ had become the ‘Cam’ by 1500. Today (anti-clockwise above) the Granta, Cam
and Rhee are the three principal streams that meet above Byrons Pool. The old place names of
Chesterford, Duxford, Stapleford and Shelford tell you much about historic paddling to get from
one side to the other!
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Stephen gave us a rapid tour of historic watermills and River bridges before focusing on the
rainfall and chalk aquifer that eventually gives birth to the rivers themselves. The chalk (under
the Fleam Dyke and Roman Roads) is thankfully in a graduated nitrate protection zone (see
above). Although the ground water itself is becoming increasingly contaminated with
agricultural chemicals the greatest problem with our spring water is its sheer paucity: the
Cambridge chalk water table has been falling now for over a century, for some 62% of water
pumped up from the chalk goes to our taps. The drying up of Nine Wells and Hobson’s conduit is
a contemporary exemplar. For 30 years there has also been compensatory augmentation to
many ‘springs’, a sleight of hand to give an illusion of normality. Some 20% of water pumped
from the chalk goes into this ‘ground water support scheme’ which benefits the flows of our
streams from Fowlmere, to Fulbourn and north to Wicken Fen’s lode yet must result in net
depletion. Reduced stream flows, generally, means less dilution of incompletely treated
sewage. The Cam is therefore nowhere achieving ‘high’ status on water quality: most is
‘moderate’ and some is still ‘poor’.
Stephen then gave us a brief view of some exquisite water-based wildlife: we still have some
emblematic water plants, dazzling damsel flies, rarely seen beautiful fish and of course our
water-birds. The newly remodelled “Rush” stream on Sheep’s Green, providing a working fish
pass around the weirs, is well worth a visit.

A water crow foot

A male Banded Demoiselle

Stephen urged us to look on the bright side and to express ‘Earth optimism’. If we don’t we are
certainly doomed. This requires us, above all, to battle for a more widely adopted conservation
ethic. The University of Cambridge is now at the heart of many major world conservation and
sustainability leadership initiatives; its local river quality and chalk stream wildlife should
therefore be exemplary so that we can teach each young generation without hypocrisy.
Remember that County motto “With one heart, let us be people of understanding” - we must to
work together to do something about it.

Back to our cancelled AGM for 4th April, 2020

Election of Officers.

Mike Albutt has been our Treasurer since 2004, but his main interest and occupation is as founder
and manager of Cambridge Electronic Design, so when the opportunity arose he was happy to
retire. The Committee are sure you will join them in thanking him warmly for fifteen years of dealing
with our accounts so efficiently.
I met Diane Potter on the Roman Road. She is a Chartered Accountant who works as the
accountant for her husband’s high tech company, Aphena. She is a keen runner and already does
the accounts for the Cambridge Runners and some other small charities. She has produced a
slightly simpler version of the Annual Accounts, which I will send by email to members and friends.
It may be worth noting that we have no administrative expenses apart from small amounts for
stamps and photocopying. The numbers given for 2019 are below average, mostly because I have
had to give up producing hard copies.
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Dr Mike Foley studied mycoparasites and soil microbiology at Edinburgh University. He had a
career in crop plant pathology, first working as a researcher and advisor for the Ministry of Food
and Agriculture, (as it was then); thereafter as an independent consultant pathologist. Life became
even more hectic after retirement and includes being an RSPB reserves volunteer and a BTO
volunteer bird surveyor. Since 2016 he has been on the Cam Valley Forum Committee with a lead
role in combating Invasive Non-Native Species, in particular, Himalayan Balsam and Floating
Pennywort. On the invitation of Christine Newell and Julia Napier, he surveyed the Roman Road for
breeding birds in 2019 and is surveying the Fleam Dyke this year. (These reports will follow as a
separate email.)

Elfrida Mary Heath. 1939-2019
It is with considerable sadness that I have to announce the loss of our Social Secretary, Elfrida
Heath. She died suddenly on 17th February 2019, probably of a heart attack.

Elfrida joined our Committee in the spring of 2011 and it was her energy and enthusiasm that
helped us to make £1,300 at the Staffordshire Treasure talk in the Perse School. Thereafter she
organized a series of entertaining events. She organized a visit to Birmingham Museum to see the
Staffordshire Treasure, followed by a visit to the Catholic Cathedral designed by Pugin. We had a
very successful party at Anstey Hall, with wine, nibbles, singing and a tour of the family portraits.
We made a visit to Pampisford Hall to see the Arboretum. The owner, Mrs Arabella Killander, led
the tour herself and also provided a splendid tea under a large marquee. With her characteristic
enthusiasm, Elfrida promoted the events and sold the tickets, and poured tea or wine.
She loved meeting new people and had an amazing range of friends and acquaintances. At her
memorial event, her oldest friend said that even when they went to China, Elfrida knew two people
on the plane and enough people in Peking to have a dinner party. This was partly because she
travelled widely to recruit students for the school she set up with Anne George, the Cambridge
Language and Activities Courses, CLAC, which combined English and foreign children in holiday
language learning. Elfrida was a wonderful giver of parties, large and small. All round the world
there are now grown-up children who will remember Pancake Day at 69, Humberstone Road, or
Fireworks on Midsummer Common followed by barbecued sausages in the garden, with a tennis
table in the garage and the grown ups having yet another dinner squeezed side by side at the long
table in her conservatory, with wine and laughter. She had a solid practical boat, the Dabchick, to
which she invited friends and students, clambering on and off despite a bad hip and only
occasionally falling in. To coin Falstaff’s famous saying, she was not only merry in herself but the
cause that merriment is in other men.
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Elfrida was also extraordinarily generous. She had inherited money, but she gave it away
with an open hand to godchildren, nieces and nephews, individuals who needed a help and
to particular charities for children. After her mother’s death when she was 18, she became
the provider of Christmas dinners and later the carer for her eldest brother, Nick, who was a
Rubella baby and suffered the slow loss of sight and hearing which is caused by the disease.
Her feeling for children with difficulties led to her involvement with Mark and Caroline Cook’s
Hope and Homes for Children. She invited them to send two children to her summer courses,
which got a mention in the Times! In following years some of these children became part of
the CLAC summer team. Elfrida was a long-standing member of the Cambridge Committee
of Voluntary Service Overseas, never missing a meeting. She employed her social gifts to
support volunteers before they left for the field and on their return. Lastly, in her will she left
£1,000 for the Friends of the Roman Road and Fleam Dyke.
Her death was a great shock to her numerous friends and a dreadful loss for the two nieces, to
whom she had become very close. There were deep sadnesses and family difficulties which were
concealed behind her enormous sense of fun and her enjoyment of travel and experiences. For
many years she had a beautiful black Labrador-Collie cross called Newton. It is typical of Elfrida
that in the very cold winter of 1985, when the Times published a photograph of the Fen Races, it
was Newton who stole the show. Newton was followed by Holly, an entirely different character, who
yapped relentlessly, bit a baby and bit the postman twice, but was ‘a good dog really’. She
continued to teach English and took Foreign Scholars out for visits to the theatre. As if life was not
full enough, she suddenly bought 4 hens, and called them Lady Mary, Lady Edith, Lady Sybil and
Mrs Patmore, of course.
I first met Elfrida at the Bell School. She was one of my oldest friends. I still find myself thinking that
the car door slamming in the street will be hers, and she will come through the door in a whirl of
activity, putting her bag and her coat on the arm of the sofa, never on a hook in the hall. She would
be just popping in on her way to a cousin nearby or a friend in hospital or Anne George in
Stapleford. She was a very uncommitted Catholic and found the church, like life, richly comic; but
that is not a Cardinal sin.
‘May she find her place in peace upon the Mount of Sion’

Committee of the Friends of the Roman Road and Fleam Dyke
Our President, Professor Peter Grubb; Chairman, Dr Edmund Tanner; Secretary, Julia Napier;
Membership Secretary, Dr Christine Newell; Treasurer, Diane Potter; Butterfly Monitoring
Transects, Roger Lemon; Dr Mike Foley, Bird Reports; Iain Webb, Green Belt Officer.
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Please continue to support us to get this work done.

Subscriptions should be paid on April 5th or thereabouts. The subscription is £15 a year and has
been so for some time, so could you kindly check your bank statements and update your payment.
c/o The Friends of the Roman Road and Fleam Dyke, NatWest Bank, 25 Market Street, CB2 3PA
Account Number: 24144479 Sort Code: 600423 NB ‘this order cancels any existing order’.
The Committee join me in hoping that you are all as well as possible and are able to enjoy this
strange spring summer in your gardens and on permitted walks. The Roman Road and the Fleam
Dyke are becoming increasingly busy, but most people are keeping their distance. (Remember that
gate posts can carry infection.) For butterflies this is known as the ‘June Gap’ but without proper
rain the beautiful varied chalk grassland flowers will still be there but not be so visible.
Julia Napier, May 24th 2020

frrfdjin@freebie.net

www.frrfd.org.uk

